
   

 

     Letter from Dan 
                      May 2023 

 

I waited until after Fed Chairman Powell spoke to write this Letter.  The Fed announced last week that they would raise 

short term rates by another quarter of one percent, which now means that interest rates have gone up by 5% over the 

last 14 months.   

Points that he made in the speech include: 

• The Fed is still holding their inflation target over time at 2% 

• The rise in interest rates have slowed down the economy to help combat inflation, but we are still above the 

target of 2% 

• The labor market is still extraordinarily tight and is helping to hold the economy out of a recession.  We are at a 

50 year low for unemployment.  Good news is that new labor supply is coming to the market, along with new 

supply to reduce shortages. 

• Credit conditions are tightening with the banking sector challenges, helping to slow the economy. 

• Wage increases are going down, helping reduce inflation. Powell did not feel that wage increases were a 

principal driver of inflation, that supply shortages were the main cause. Supply chains have improved compared 

to a year ago. 

• It would not be appropriate to lower interest rates while inflation is high.  Powell indicated that we are much 

closer to the end of the rate hike period, than the beginning.  We should expect the rates to stay higher, longer, 

to allow inflation to recede to the target rate of 2%. 

What does this mean for us? 

1. Interest rates are stabilizing.  This means that bonds will not have the volatility that they did in 2022.  The 

“safer” part of portfolios should not lose money this year.  In fact, it could be the place to be instead of cash in 

your account moving forward. 

2. While we still may have a recession, it appears that it may be mild.  Too early to tell yet, but the strength of the 

economy, high employment and a stable consumer bodes well looking forward. 

3. There are still threats out there- China, Ukraine and real estate defaults that could still upset the markets. 

What about the debt ceiling legislation?  It is true that Congress must pass a bill to allow the government to borrow 

more to pay its bills.  Congress will not allow the US government to default on its debts.  However, major discussion will 

be held to see if future spending can be controlled, or do we just simply raise the debt ceiling?  How much political 

“chicken” will be played out, at our expense? 

Barring unforeseen negative surprises, the markets should be higher overall a year from now.  It may sound like a 

broken record, but conditions are slowly improving and so should the bond and stock markets.  We can now get some 

return on our money while it sits in cash.  The pandemic is further in the rear view mirror, so people can get out and 
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about without the fear of the years past. This positive outlook will help move us forward and hopefully back to a level of 

good prosperity.   

Enjoy the summer! 

 

Dan 

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Important Disclosures 
This material is intended for informational/educational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice, a solicitation, or a recommendation to buy or 
sell any security or investment product. Please contact your financial professional for more information specific to your situation. Forward-looking statements are not 

guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which are difficult to predict. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All indices 
are unmanaged and investors cannot actually invest directly into an index. Unlike investments, indices do not incur management fees, charges, or expenses. Past 
performance does not guarantee future results. Investing in alternative investments may not be suitable for all investors and involves special risks, such as risk 

associated with leveraging the investment, adverse market forces, regulatory changes, and illiquidity. There is no assurance that the investment objective will be 
attained. Securities & Advisory Services offered through Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered  

Investment Advisor.  Fixed insurance products and services offered through NorthStar Financial Partners, 959 34th Ave NW, Rochester, MN  55992. 
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